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My name is Allen Reinhart and my wife Kathy with 5 children 9 grandkids with another on the way want to
say we are not against Solar as we have mentioned in previous emails, but we are against Solar in Cass
and Washington Townships.  We live in this area on 206 Monroe St. and will have to deal with the effects
with panels in our back yard along with all the village of Arcadia who will be butted up against the panels. 
This has to stop and stop now!  We are all tired of the lies from this company and the government.  None
of them have shown a good track record so far since the new government started along with the Solar
Companies.  The hush, hush of the company which to this day we have not heard personally from a
representative from the Solar Company, and we have to deal with this mess the closest too it from the
village.  
 
Solar makes no sense in Ohio unlike the big industry in a place like Rosamond California which makes
sense since they have minimum rain and lots of sun; Ohio does not; so why?  
 
This country is living on a 3- month supply of food and is dwindling down by the months with all the
ground taken away and less grain being made all over the world.  I realize this government is like China
and wants population control.  Is this how they will do it by starving people to death?  We can feed 100
people a year on an acre of land, and they wanted to put 89,000 acres in Ohio; that would be 9 million
less people that will eat, and we have immigrants coming in by the millions.  How to you think they will eat
which is more important than more electric? 
 
Now I am hearing that children are used to mine some of the rare toxic materials needed for the panels
and are dying from these toxic diseases.  Not that this surprises us since China is known for population
control but shame on anyone that supports this kind of activity! Something needs to change from these
Humane Acts and come up with something better that doesn't take lives, but then I guess many people
turn an eye to abortion which kills millions also which is also shameful.  
 
These panels are not sustainable, they need light not dark, they need sunshine not storms or gloomy
days which this area has a lot of, they don't need bird droppings (which they attract) or dirt which
decreases the efficiency of these panels along with, over time they lose efficiency. 
 
Arcadia has a creek in the middle of it and residence have to have flood insurance already because it
floods several times every year.  The field behind us already floods and backs up into are yards 1/2 way
up and we have a 3 foot drop from our foundation to the back of our property.  Now you add panels that
water will rush off of and top soil that will be removed down to clay so water will rush off of instead of
soaking in the ground and tile that will guarantee to get hit and not repaired now you have a perfect storm
of water rushing to the village because it is not getting away fast enough.  They have already been
working to stop water from rushing onto a highway state route 12 and around Kathys Corner Restuarant
and the old Superette store; now they will feel the pain from this water not getting away quick enough.  
 
The whole town will hear the noise from these fields and naturally worse for us.  We know the trains are
somewhat louder, but they are also temporary unlike solar panels which will be for the rest of are lives
and we cherish piece and quiet which is our getaway from a loud work environment I work each day living
with earplugs at work.  We love spending time with our children out back on our deck and swimming pool
and ball games they play together with our grandchildren.  We love to star gaze at night with our
telescope, but lighting from these solar industrial fields will reduce that site.  
 
I would like to see these panels in every Siting Board Representative, State Representatives and
Councils backyard who are for this destruction of our land and then vote and see how much it affects your
families; way different when it affects you personally.  We should not have to endure these predators
coming into our lives; we have loved the 30 years we have spent peaceful time and would like to keep
that peaceful atmosphere going.  
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The Solar Company says it will inform people, yet I went around town talking to a lot of people and know
for a fact that many of them do not know what affects this Solar can do to their environment and village. 
We have talked to people at work, churches, friends, family; funerals etc. of the things that the Solar
Companies do not tell you and some are not surprised just for the fact of what they are seeing with the
government we have in place now who doesn't state all the true facts, this is very frustrating.   
 
This will be an experimental disaster and if voted yes will make you an accomplice.  We need to work on
reducing the usage of electric, not making more so we use more!  Pump subsidy money into producing
more lean oils, natural gas, wood, coal, ethanol etc...  Don't think about advancing in your position but
actually using common sense and stopping this insane renewable energy around civilians and put them in
wasteland areas not making are area a future wasteland.  Thanks for listening and may you make the
right choice thanking God for the blessing of land he provided for us so we are able to help Ohio, America
and other countries who don't have all the blessings we do.   
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